We study the vector meson density matrix and the associated polarization asymmetries in φ photoproduction near threshold. In order to study the OZI violating processes, we consider the direct φN N coupling as well as the knockout processes arising from the nonvanishing ss sea quarks in the nucleon. The polarization asymmetries in φ meson decays are found to be very useful to constrain the φN N coupling constant. The hidden strangeness of the nucleon can also be studied by these asymmetries, but mostly at large |t| region.
The electromagnetic production of φ meson from the nucleon has been suggested as a sensitive probe to study the hidden strangeness of the nucleon [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . This is because the φ is nearly pure ss state so that its direct coupling to the nucleon is suppressed by the OZI rule. However, if there exists a non-vanishing ss sea quark component in the nucleon, the strange sea quarks can contribute to the φ production via the OZI evasion processes. Investigation of such processes can then be expected to shed light on the nucleon strangeness content, if any [9, 10] .
In a series of publication, it has been argued that the double polarization asymmetries of φ photoand electroproduction from the nucleon targets at threshold energy region can be used to probe the hidden strangeness content of the nucleon [5] [6] [7] [8] . In addition to the direct knockout production mechanisms, the direct φNN coupling can also induce an OZI evading process [11] [12] [13] . Even if we assume the ideal mixing of the φ with the ω, the effective φNN coupling is allowed by the kaon loops and hyperon excitations. But the smallness of the effective φNN coupling constants estimated by this approach reveals the validity of the OZI rule [14] . However the analyses of electromagnetic nucleon form factors [15] [16] [17] and the baryon-baryon scattering [18] [19] [20] suggest strongly a fairly large φNN vector coupling constant which violates the OZI rule. The recent CLAS experiments on φ photoproduction at large momentum transfers [21] , therefore, open another way to constrain the φNN coupling. The data show increasing differential cross sections at large |t|, which has been interpreted as the contributions from the u-channel nucleon exchanges [22] . It has been recently re-analysed to probe the nucleon resonances which couple to the φN channel in an SU(3) quark model [23, 24] . The recent CLAS data on φ photo-and electroproduction [21, 25] also lead to a discussion on the role of the axial ghost pole in vector meson electromagnetic production at low energies and large momentum transfers [26] .
In this paper, we re-analyse the CLAS data by extending the work of Refs. [5, 6] . As the production models, we consider the Pomeron exchange, π and η exchange, nucleon pole terms with adjustable φNN couplings and the direct knockouts. We study the vector meson density matrix and the associated polarization asymmetries in φ photoproduction and find that they are useful to investigate the φNN coupling as well as the knockout mechanisms.
We start with defining the kinematic variables. The four-momenta of the incoming photon, outgoing φ meson, and initial/final proton are denoted by k, q, p, and p ′ , respectively. The Mandelstam variables are defined as W 2 = (p + k) 2 and t = (p − p ′ ) 2 . The photon laboratory energy is denoted by E γ . We assume that the production amplitudes include the Pomeron exchange [ Fig. 1(a) ] and the pseudoscalar-meson (π, η) exchange [ Fig. 1(b) ]. With the above t-channel background processes we study the direct and crossed nucleon pole terms [ Fig. 1(c,d) ] as well as the direct knockout mechanisms [ Fig. 1 (e,f)].
For the Pomeron exchange, which governs the total cross sections and differential cross sections at low |t|, we follow the Donnachie-Landshoff model [27] [28] [29] [30] , which gives [31, 32] 
where ε µ (φ) and ε ν (γ) are the polarization vectors of the φ meson and photon, respectively, and u m (p) is the Dirac spinor of the nucleon with momentum p and spin projection m. The Pomeron exchange is described by the following Regge parameterization:
where F 1 (t) is the isoscalar electromagnetic form factor of the nucleon and F V (t) is the form factor for the vector-meson-photon-Pomeron coupling:
where t 0 = 0.7 GeV 2 and M N (M V ) is the nucleon (φ meson) mass. The Pomeron trajectory is known to be α P (t) = 1.08 + 0.25 t. The strength factor C V reads C V = 12 √ 4πα em β 0 β s /f V with the vector meson decay constant f V (= 13.13 for the φ meson) and α em = e 2 /4π. By fitting all of the total cross section data for ω, ρ and φ photoproduction at high energies, the remaining parameters of the model are determined:
The pseudoscalar-meson exchange amplitude can be calculated from the following effective Lagrangians,
where Π = (π 0 , η) and A β is the photon field. The resulting invariant amplitude reads
In the above, we have followed Ref. [33] to include the form factors to dress the ΠNN and φγΠ vertices as
We use g 2 πN N /4π = 14 for the πNN coupling constant. The ηNN coupling constant is not well determined [34] . In the case of ω photoproduction, the higher mass of the η and the smallness of the ωγη coupling constant suppress the contribution of the η exchange compared with that of the π exchange [35] . However in the case of φ photoproduction, the η exchange contribution may be larger than the π exchange at large |t| depending on the ηNN coupling constant because of the large value of the φγη coupling. The dependence of the cross sections on g ηN N was discussed in detail by Ref. [13] and in this study we use g 2 ηN N /4π = 0.99 which is obtained from making use of the SU(3) symmetry relation together with a recent value of F/D = 0.575. The coupling constants g φγΠ can be estimated through the decay widths of φ → γπ and φ → γη [36] , which lead to g φγπ = 0.14 and g φγη = 0.704. The cutoff parameters Λ Π and Λ φγΠ in Eq. (6) are fitted by the CLAS data at medium |t| region: Λ π = 0.9 GeV, Λ φγπ = 0.9 GeV, Λ η = 1.0 GeV and Λ φγη = 0.9 GeV.
We evaluate the nucleon pole terms shown in Fig. 1(c,d ) from the following interaction Lagrangians,
with the anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon κ p(n) = 1.79 (−1.91). There are big uncertainties with the φNN coupling constants. First, the effective φNN coupling through kaon loops and hyperon excitations was estimated to be very small, g φN N ≃ −0.24 [14] , which is consistent with the OZI rule prediction. However the analyses on the electromagnetic nucleon form factors [15] [16] [17] and the baryon-baryon scattering [18] [19] [20] favor a large φNN vector coupling constant which strongly violates the OZI rule: g φN N /g ωN N = −0.3 ∼ −0.43, therefore g φN N = −2.3 ∼ −4.7 with g ωN N = 7.0 ∼ 11.0 [37] . In our study we fit the CLAS data on φ photoproduction with the g φN N and find that |g φN N | = 3.0 can reproduce the data, which is consistent with the Regge trajectory study of Ref. [22] . The tensor coupling constant κ φ has been estimated to be κ φ /κ ω = 0.5 ∼ 2.1 [17, 18] or κ φ ≃ ±0.2 [14] . However, it is known that the value of the tensor coupling κ ω is very small as discussed in a study of πN scattering and pion photoproduction [37] . Thus we use κ φ = 0 in our calculation. We also found that the results are not dependent on κ φ if κ φ < 1. The resulting invariant amplitude reads
where
and s = (p + k) 2 , u = (p − q) 2 . Here we have followed Ref. [38] to include a form factor
with r = s or t. The gauge invariance is restored by projecting out the gauge non-invariant parts [35] and we use the cutoff parameter Λ N = 0.5 GeV as in the study of ω photoproduction [35] .
If we assume a non-vanishing strange sea quarks in the nucleon wavefunction, it can contribute to φ photoproduction through direct knockout mechanisms [2] . In order to investigate the effects from the hidden strangeness content of the proton in φ photoproduction, we parameterize the proton wavefunction in Fock space as
where X denotes any combination of gluons and light quark pairs of u and d quarks. Ellis et al.
[39] estimated it to be 1-19% from an analysis of pp annihilation. From the φ electroproduction process, Henley et al. [2] claimed that its theoretical upper-bound would be 10-20%. By employing a relativistic quark model [3, 4] it was shown that the upper-bound could be lowered to 3-5%. For simplicity and for our qualitative study, we approximate the proton wavefunction (12) as | p = A| uud + B| uudss =
where L is the relative angular momentum of the two clusters. This parameterization of the nucleon wavefunction can be justified in φ production as argued in Refs. [2] [3] [4] . The production amplitude of this mechanism has been discussed extensively in Refs. [4, 6] and will not be repeated here.
Within the models discussed above, we present the differential cross sections of φ photoproduction at E γ = 2.0 GeV and 3.6 GeV in Fig. 2 . In the considered energy region, it can be seen that the Pomeron exchange (dashed lines) gives the dominant contribution at small |t| region. The pseudoscalar-meson exchange (dotted line) is important at medium |t| region while the nucleon pole terms are responsible for the increase of the differential cross sections at large |t|. With |g φN N | = 3.0, we could reproduce the recent CLAS data on φ photoproduction [21] . This is consistent with the results of Ref. [22] based on Regge trajectory. The direct knockout mechanism is suppressed and thus cannot be distinguished from the other mechanisms unless we study other quantities such as the polarization asymmetries [5, 6] .
Although the analyses on electromagnetic nucleon form factor and baryon-baryon scattering supports the large value of the φNN coupling, one can further constrain the coupling in φ photoproduction. The electromagnetic nucleon form factor study based on vector meson dominance only tells that the relative phase between the φγ coupling and the φNN coupling is negative. We found that the asymmetries in φ photoproduction can give us a clue on the phase of the φNN coupling and therefore the vector meson dominance in electromagnetic nucleon form factor can be tested directly. (In our convention, the φγ coupling has positive sign.) For this purpose, we compute the φ meson density matrix elements within our model. The results at E γ = 2.8 GeV in helicity frame [41] are shown in Fig. 3 . The solid lines are obtained with g φN N = −3.0 while the dashed lines are with g φN N = +3.0. The contributions from the direct knockout mechanisms are small and cannot be seen here. Figure 3 shows that the vector meson density matrix is strongly dependent on the phase of the g φN N at large |t|.
This difference can be readily seen in the photon polarization asymmetry Σ φ and the parity asymmetry P σ which are defined as
where W L is the decay angular distribution of the φ meson, σ (σ ⊥ ) is the cross sections for symmetric decay particle pairs produced parallel (normal) to the photon polarization plane and σ N (σ U ) is the contribution of natural (unnatural) parity exchanges to the cross section. The details on the definitions and physical meanings of those asymmetries can be found, e.g., in Refs. [41, 42] . Shown in Fig. 4 are our results for the asymmetries at E γ = 3.6 GeV. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , measuring those asymmetries can be used to constrain the φNN coupling and can test the vector meson dominance hypothesis.
As discussed in Refs. [5, 6] and can be verified from Fig. 2 , however, the direct knockout mechanisms could be investigated only at lower energies, i.e., near the threshold. Therefore, we compute the polarization asymmetries at E γ = 2.0 GeV in Fig. 5 . The dashed lines are obtained without the knockout mechanisms, i.e., with B 2 = 0, while the solid and dot-dashed lines are with B 2 = 1 % and 2 %, respectively. The results are dependent on the phases of b 0,1 and the phases of b 0 and b 1 are assumed to be positive in Fig. 5 for simplicity. We have used g φN N = −3.0 in the calculation. The difference of the results depending on B 2 can be seen especially at large |t| region. Although the difference is not as large as in Fig. 4 , it can be used for to study the uud knockout process [ Fig. 1(f) ] and might be tested experimentally.
In summary, we have investigated the vector meson density matrix and the associated polarization asymmetries in φ photoproduction at low energies. As the models for φ photoproduction, we have considered the Pomeron and pseudoscalar (π, η) exchanges, nucleon pole terms and the direct knockouts. We found that the recent CLAS data on φ photoproduction can be explained by a rather large φNN coupling, i.e. g φN N = −3.0, which supports the result of Ref. [22] . This value is larger than the expectations based on the OZI rule, but is consistent with the values estimated in electromagnetic nucleon form factors and baryon-baryon scattering. As another test for constraining g φN N we computed the vector meson density matrix and the polarization asymmetries. It was shown that they are strongly dependent on the φNN coupling constant. The results are different from the predictions of Ref. [24] which includes the nucleon resonances decaying into φN channel within an SU(3) quark model. Thus the polarization asymmetries can be used to test the models for the nucleon pole terms and the nucleon resonances. Finally, we have shown that they can be used to probe the hidden strangeness content of the nucleon. Those observables could be measured at current experimental facilities such as Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility and LEPS of SPring-8.
We 
